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Introduction
In the early 2000s, as government lawyers turned their attention to
combatting fraud and abuse in the federally-funded state
Medicaid programs, the whistleblowers bar saw an opportunity.
The U.S. Department of Justice and its state partners had begun to
collect increasing large civil False Claims Act (FCA) settlements
largely from pharmaceutical manufacturers. Collections from these
companies were premised on allegations that their conduct in
particular states rippled through Medicaid programs nationwide.
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Because states supplied roughly half
the funding for these programs, state
treasuries were the beneficiaries of roughly
half the growing recoveries.1 And because
only a handful of the states sharing in those
growing recoveries had whistleblower or qui
tam 2 statutes authorizing the payment of
any rewards, whistleblowers viewed the
vast majority of states as collecting
windfalls without paying any bounty.3
Indignant at the perceived slight, the
whistleblowers bar organized around a
cause of their own—finding a way to
convince states to pay the bounty, and
thereby to double the rewards, paid to
whistleblowers in Medicaid cases.
In 2005, Congress granted the
whistleblowers bar its wish. Through a
provision that slipped, practically unnoticed,
into the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005
(DRA),4 Congress offered states a financial
incentive to pass laws modeled on the
federal FCA and its signature qui tam
provisions. Upon passage, proponents
professed that the DRA would “usher in a
new era for the FCA.”5 Enticed by the
prospect of increased Medicaid funding, 29
states and the District of Columbia have
since adopted measures to add qui tam

provisions—and the percentage-based
rewards they offer whistleblowers—to the
existing arsenals available to law
enforcement and regulatory officials
working to combat Medicaid fraud.
Yet if a proliferation of qui tam laws and
relator-driven lawsuits heralds the start of a
“new era,” its impact on state Medicaid
fraud recovery efforts remains decidedly
mixed. Newly minted qui tam provisions
have exacted a price few states appear to
have anticipated. Most entitle
whistleblowers to increased shares of state
recoveries for doing little more than they do
now under the federal statute. A
concomitant rise of multi-jurisdictional
litigation—under state and federal law,
largely in federal courts—has complicated
the resolution of those FCA lawsuits
governments actually pursue. More
significantly, that increase in complexity
comes at a time when the number of cases
litigated by whistleblowers alone, after
federal and/or state governments have
declined to adopt their allegations, is also
on the rise. The cost and burden of those
cases is consuming ever-greater amounts
of resources—government resources as
well as defense resources. Too often,

“

... the whistleblowers bar organized around a cause of
their own—finding a way to convince states to pay the
bounty, and thereby to double the rewards, paid to
whistleblowers in Medicaid cases.

”
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these laws have prioritized the interests of
whistleblowers and their attorneys over
those of the state. In recent years, these
complications have been exacerbated by
directives from the Office of the Inspector
General, Department of Health and Human
Services (OIG) that states loosen key
safeguards against opportunistic litigation.

“

Newly minted qui tam
provisions have exacted a
price few states appear to
have anticipated.

”
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State FCA proponents tend to equate the
statutes’ laudable purpose—to enhance
state fraud detection and recoveries—with
efficacy. This paper seeks to separate the
wheat from the chaff. First, it outlines the
fundamentals of the DRA and the
incentives that have prompted states to
enact their own qui tam laws. Second, it
examines common misconceptions about
the impact of these laws on state efforts to
recoup the proceeds of Medicaid fraud, and
the challenges they have presented to
states and defendants alike. Finally, the
paper considers existing alternatives to the
prevailing state qui tam model that may
empower states to combat Medicaid fraud
while mitigating the risks of lawsuit abuse.
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Background
Drafted as an amendment to the Medicaid statute, the DRA
provides that states enacting a qui tam law modeled after the
federal FCA shall receive an additional 10% of federal Medicaid
fraud recoveries. Its sponsors theorized that by encouraging states
to pass their own FCAs, the DRA would invigorate local efforts to
tackle Medicaid fraud.6
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As amended, the Medicaid statute now
provides that “the Federal medical
assistance percentage” (FMAP) of any
amounts recovered in an action brought
under a qualifying state FCA will be
“decreased by 10 percentage points.” Thus,
instead of the federal government receiving
60%, its recovery percentage drops to 50%.
Put another way, in a state where the
federal government covers 60% of the state
Medicaid expenses, the qualifying state
would receive 50% of Medicaid fraud
settlements rather than 40%.
A state’s receipt of this bonus is by no
means automatic; it rests on a determination
by OIG, in “consultation with the Attorney
General...that the State has in effect a law
that meets [certain] requirements.” Those
requirements are that the state’s law:
(1) establishes liability to the State for 		
false or fraudulent claims to Medicaid
consistent with the liability provisions
of the federal FCA;
(2) is at least as effective as the federal
FCA at rewarding and facilitating qui
tam actions;
(3) provides for filing an action under seal
for 60 days with review by the State 		
Attorney General; and
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(4) contains a civil penalty that is not less
than that authorized by the federal FCA.7
Nor does OIG’s determination that a statute
satisfies these prerequisites guarantee that
a state will remain eligible for the DRA
bonus. Recent history demonstrates that to
retain provisions “as effective” as those in
the federal FCA, and thus maintain its
bonus, a state must continually amend its
statute to keep pace with new federal
legislation and the changing views of OIG,
or face funding whistleblower rewards
without federal support.
In 2011, for example, OIG issued over
twenty new state FCA reviews—the first
since Congress amended the federal FCA
in 2009 and 2010. OIG concluded that none
of the then-existing state FCAs were DRAcompliant because they were “not at least
as effective” as the amended federal FCA
“in rewarding and facilitating qui tam
actions.” States with FCAs previously
deemed DRA-compliant were provided two
years to bring their statutes in line, during
which time they would continue to receive
a 10% bump in their Medicaid fraud
recoveries. Importantly, several provisions
previously deemed compliant by OIG were
held to be non-compliant in their subsequent
review, even where the federal
amendments did not relate to those
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provisions.8 Thus, compliance is not only
affected by amendments made to the
federal FCA by Congress, but also by the
changing interpretations of OIG. This lack
of clarity over whether a state FCA will be
held DRA-compliant—and how long it will
remain compliant—raises the risk states
take when enacting their own qui tam
provisions. Their costs are certain to
increase, but states may never see
the benefits promised in the DRA.
Recent state experience exemplifies
this reality. Currently, 29 states and the
District of Columbia have qui tam statutes.
However, despite the proliferation of these
laws, only nine9 state statutes have been
certified by the OIG as DRA-compliant.
Five additional states, previously deemed
compliant, missed OIG imposed deadlines in
201310 to amend their statutes and retain
their eligibility for the DRA bonus. In other
words, a majority of states with FCAs are
today ineligible for the incentives provided
by the federal government, but remain
liable for providing bounties to relators
and taking on the administrative burdens
of dealing with litigation filed by thirdparties that invokes the law they are
charged with enforcing.

“

Currently, 29
states and the District
of Columbia have qui
tam statutes. However,
despite the proliferation
of these laws, only nine
state statutes have been
certified by the OIG as
DRA-compliant.

”
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Prevailing Myths About
State Qui Tam FCAs
MYTH #1: STATE QUI TAM FCA STATUTES ARE
NECESSARY TO DETECT STATE-SPECIFIC
FRAUD AND HAVE THE EFFECT OF INCREASING
DETECTION OF STATE-SPECIFIC FRAUD
Though many proponents of state qui tam
statutes—and perhaps Congress itself—
assume that a state’s enactment of
an FCA statute would improve law
enforcement and promote state-specific
fraud detection,11 there is little evidence
to support that claim. States presumably
adopt false claims laws to empower their
Attorneys General to prosecute fraud
committed against their states and to
recover monies lost on account of that
fraud.12 And, while relators have taken
advantage of this proliferation to file
complaints under every possible legal
mechanism,13 states have been slower to
avail themselves of these options. In fact,
early statistics indicate that state Attorneys
General have filed few, if any, actions under
the new statutes. Six states, post-DRA, have
adopted an FCA that requires them to report
the number of cases filed and money
recovered under the statute: Colorado,
Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, New
Jersey, and North Carolina. The results are
instructive. In each state, reported cases
filed under the state FCA were nearly (if not
literally) non-existent. For example,
Colorado, Connecticut, and New Jersey all
reported the same number of actions filed
by their Attorney General under their
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respective state FCA statute: zero.14 In fact,
Delaware was the only state to have
indicated that any cases were filed by the
state Attorney General, and even in that
instance, only two cases were reported.15
A closer review of these recovery statistics
also belies the notion that state qui tam
statutes uncover “local” fraud that would
otherwise be overlooked in the wake of
large multi-district actions filed under the
federal FCA. Though proponents of state
FCAs often contend that such laws
incentivize whistleblowers to bring statespecific fraud to the attention of state
authorities, so far it has not happened. In
state reports, cases filed under a state
statute, in a court located in the “victim”
state, proved nearly nonexistent. Almost all
reported cases—in Colorado, Connecticut,
Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, and North
Carolina—were filed elsewhere, in federal
courts, pursuant to claims under the federal
FCA, and pertained to nationwide fraud
allegations. In fact, relators filed 94% of all
reported out-of-state cases in federal courts.16
As an enforcement matter, because the
federal FCA claims at issue required federal
prosecutors to work with state law
enforcement to investigate claims to and
payments from state Medicaid programs,
these cases and the states’ roles in them
did not depend on the existence of state
qui tam statutes.
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For example, in 2010-2011, Colorado
reported that 90 cases were filed in out-ofstate federal courts, and none were filed by
the state Attorney General in state court or
in in-state federal courts.17 In the most
recent report from 2012, Colorado reported
that 52 cases were filed in out-of-state
federal courts, and none were filed by the
state Attorney General in state court or in
in-state federal courts.18 In 2010 in
Connecticut, 79 qui tam cases were filed in
out-of-state federal courts, while only two
cases were filed in state court or in an
in-state federal courts.19 None were filed by
the state Attorney General. Similarly, in 2010
in New Jersey, though 120 cases were filed
in out-of-state federal courts, none were
filed in state court or by the state Attorney
General, while 18 were filed in an in-state
federal court.20 Likewise, Delaware’s 2010
report indicated that its Attorney General
filed only two cases, while the rest of the
state’s FCA cases (49) were filed in out-ofstate federal courts.21 Delaware’s 2012
report showed an increase in out-of-state
federal court actions (81) and a decrease in
cases filed by the Attorney General (zero).22
The only reporting state to show any
increase in in-state actions was North
Carolina, which in 2012 reported that it was
involved in 18 state FCA claims, a relatively
small figure when compared to the 196
qui tam cases it reported were pending
in out-of-state courts.23 In all, these reports
demonstrate that states are not taking
advantage of their own FCAs to litigate
fraud claims.
MYTH #2: STATE QUI TAM FCA STATUTES ARE
NECESSARY FOR STATES TO PROTECT THEIR
INTERESTS IN MULTI-STATE INVESTIGATIONS
AND RECOVERIES
States without their own qui tam statutes
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are not prohibited from recovering from
fraud allegations brought to their attention
by an action filed only under the federal
FCA.24 In truth, the overwhelming majority of
state recoveries stem from multi-district
actions filed under the federal FCA. Each of
the state reports illustrates this reality. For
instance, Connecticut reported recoveries in
over a dozen cases in 2010, totaling nearly
$18 million. These cases were all filed under
the federal FCA, named multiple states as
plaintiffs, and importantly, did not require a
state FCA for participation. The fact is that
Connecticut, or any other state, need not
have adopted an FCA nor shouldered the
costs associated to have been named in the
case or to recover a share of the proceeds.
Moreover, the absence of a state qui tam
statute does not preclude a state’s recovery
for state-specific fraud claims in single or
multi-state investigations. In addition to
whatever state statutory and common law
authorities exist, fraud actions can—and
are—brought under the federal FCA in order
to punish and deter state-specific fraud. For
example, although Idaho has no state qui
tam statute, relators were able to bring an
FCA action against an Idaho medical facility
in an in-state federal court under the federal
FCA.25 In other words, the federal FCA
functions in a manner such that statespecific fraud is effectively litigated without
adding costs to the states that it benefits.
Furthermore, even without state qui tam
statutes, states have established
mechanisms for coordinating with federal
authorities in fraud litigation. The fact of the
matter is that state Attorneys General do
obtain information to enable prosecution of
state crimes. In fact, “working protocols
have developed through which state and
federal prosecutors share evidence as
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necessary, and at an appropriate time, in
investigating each federal Medicaid qui tam
filed.”26 Federal prosecutors work with state
employees to determine whether and how
the alleged conduct implicates the particular
state reimbursement scheme at issue. In
cases involving a single state’s Medicaid
program, federal prosecutors work with
state’s Medicaid Fraud Control Unit
(MFCU)—lawyers and investigators working
in a state prosecutor’s office funded by a
federal appropriation.
In national cases, MFCUs across the country
have developed a mechanism for
coordinating the interactions of multiple
states with the federal investigation.
Working through the National Association of
MFCUs (NAMFCU), teams of MFCU lawyers
serve as liaisons to state Medicaid program
officials, MFCUs, and state prosecutors to
facilitate a coordinated investigation and
negotiation of either a “global” resolution if
settlement is achievable or coordinated
litigation if it is not. As a result, a relator’s
share of the “proceeds” in such cases has
been measured as a percentage of, and is
paid from, the federal recovery only, not the
state recovery. These coordinated efforts
ensure that states’ interests are considered
during federal FCA actions and that states
receive necessary information regarding
fraud within their state. They do not require
state qui tam statutes to function.27
MYTH #3: STATE QUI TAM STATUTES ARE
NECESSARY TO INCREASE STATE’S SHARES IN
MULTI-STATE SETTLEMENTS
Another common misconception is that the
DRA incentives necessarily provide a
tangible financial benefit to the states that
qualify.28 While states that pass a FCA may
expect a 10% bump in their recovery share,
they must also pay a bounty of up to 30% to
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whistleblowers who file suit under that
statute. The result, for many, will be no net
increase in recovery. In fact, in many
scenarios, states may actually lose money.
By way of example, presume a settlement
of an alleged national Medicaid fraud with a
total recovery of $160 million and with the
state and federal governments each
procuring 50% ($80 million each) of the total
reward. Absent a qui tam provision, the
state’s recovery remains at $80 million,
while the federal government alone bears
the burden of paying out the relator’s
percentage from its $80 million recovery.
Now, consider a similar scenario involving a
state with a qui tam statute. Instead of
recovering 50%, or $80 million, of the $160
million award, the state would recover 60%,
or $96 million. However, the state would
now be required to pay the relators a share
of that recovery—an obligation the state
would not shoulder if the action is filed only
under the federal statute. Assuming an
average relator’s share of 20%, the
hypothetical state must now subtract $19.2
million (20% of the $96 million) from its
recovery and retain only $76.2 million for its
Medicaid program losses.29 In other words,
the state loses $3.2 million because it had a
state qui tam statute. By design, the only
financial “winner” in this scenario is the
relator, who receives double the recovery—
from $16 million to $32 million—he or she
would have received in the pre-DRA era. The
result is a direct transfer of recovered
monies from the state, subsidized in part by
the federal government’s DRA incentive, to
relators (and their attorneys through
contingency fees).
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The numbers suggest that the “break-even”
point for states is at the 60% FMAP mark.
That is, states with an FMAP of less than
60% “stand to lose, and can be worse
off, than if they had no qui tam provision.”30
Yet even this “break-even” point does not
account for the additional costs that a state
faces when it enacts an FCA. Many state
legislatures fail to account for the new
costs—most drastically the share paid out to
relators, but also administrative
expenditures—in their cost-benefit analysis.31
Several states, including West Virginia,
Vermont, Kentucky, Kansas, Oregon, and
Maine, have taken this cost-benefit analysis
into consideration when determining
whether or not a state FCA statute would
increase recoveries.32 Vermont’s
observations were prescient: “We have to
do a cost-benefit analysis. When we
participate in the national cases, the relator’s
share does not come out of our share. We
do not receive the 10% bump, but we do
not have to pay as much in the relator’s
share.”33 West Virginia, too, notes that “it
does not make fiscal sense for West Virginia
to have a qui tam provision.” 34 In other
words, the windfall to relators makes a state
qui tam statute fiscally detrimental to the
state. It is relevant to note that the reason
that state qui tam statutes are potentially
fiscally detrimental has little to do with state
FCA provision generally, but rather with the
requirement of qui tam provisions and the
associated relator’s award.
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“

The windfall to
relators makes a state
qui tam statute fiscally
detrimental to the state.

”
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Additional Costs
The text of the DRA suggests that its authors expected states to
recover Medicaid damages consisting of a state and a federal
share in one state action brought under one state FCA. But the
practice under existing state qui tam statutes demonstrates that
relators do not see filing a state qui tam action as an alternative to
filing under the federal FCA. Instead, relators seek to maximize their
own recovery under qui tam statutes by invoking the federal FCA to
obtain a share of the federal recoveries for Medicaid and other
programs, and all available state FCAs, to obtain a share of each
state’s Medicaid recoveries.35
Nothing in the federal statute or any state
statute precludes the same relator from
bringing the same claims under state and
federal statutes. Nor do the DRA incentives
address the procedural and practical
complexity of investigating, defending, or
litigating Medicaid fraud allegations under
multiple state and federal qui tam provisions.

impede the progress and coordination
of investigations of alleged multi-state
schemes. Thus, while state qui tam laws
promise large rewards—mainly to
relators—they do so at the peril of
government, judicial, and defense
interests alike. The examples below
illustrate the complications such laws beget.

While most often these duplicative claims
are filed as pendant claims in one action
in federal court, the potential for facing
multiple duplicative actions in multiple
courts and jurisdictions poses obvious
heightened risks and costs for defendants.
Such actions also threaten the rights of
individuals, witnesses, or defendants in
the civil action who may also be subject to
parallel criminal investigation. Furthermore,
filings under multiple state statutes often

LIMITATIONS TO PUBLIC DISCLOSURE BAR
As discussed above, OIG has interpreted
the DRA to require that states emulate
changes to the federal statute if they are to
remain DRA-complaint. OIG has recently
taken this emulation threshold to new
extremes. OIG has mandated that states
enable relators to litigate a category of
claims otherwise barred under a
recently amended version of the federal
qui tam provisions.
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In 2010, Congress amended provisions of
the federal FCA that, until then, had divested
federal courts of subject matter jurisdiction
in cases where relator’s allegations were
based on publically disclosed information.
Since its inception in 1986, the public
disclosure bar has served to enhance
statutory incentives for “those with
knowledge of fraud against the government
to bring that information to the fore” while
“avoiding parasitic actions by opportunists
who attempt to capitalize on public
information without seriously contributing
to the disclosure of fraud.”36 The 2010
amendments narrowed the bar’s scope,
eliminated its status as a jurisdictional
defense, and notably excluded “state”
hearings and litigation from the list
of proceedings that qualify as “public
disclosures” for purposes of triggering
the bar. Thus, while its predecessor
included no such qualification, the
current federal FCA specifies that:
The court shall dismiss an action
or claim under this section, unless 		
opposed by the Government, if 		
substantially the same allegations
or transactions as alleged in the
action or claim were publicly
disclosed in a Federal criminal,
civil or administrative hearing...
or other Federal report, hearing,
audit, or investigation ..unless the 		
action is brought by the Attorney 		
General or the person bringing
the action is an original source
of the information.37
Under the auspices of requiring states to
maintain provisions “at least as effective”
at incentivizing whistleblowing as those in
the federal FCA, OIG issued new guidance
in March 2013 advising states to impose
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additional restrictions on the public
disclosure bars of their false claims
statutes. It directed that states follow
the format of the federal statute by
limiting their bar to state “criminal, civil,
or administrative hearing...report,...audit, or
investigation[s].” In other words, states
were directed to exclude from the list of
“public disclosures” triggering the bar those
that are made in federal criminal, civil, or
administrative hearings or in federal reports,
hearings, or investigations notwithstanding
the fact that Congress and OIG itself
frequently convene federal hearings and
issue federal reports describing fraud
schemes involving specific state Medicaid
programs. Regardless of this incongruity, if
states fail to adhere to OIG’s latest directive,
they forgo their eligibility for an increased
share of Medicaid fraud recoveries.
OIG’s decree seems likely to yield a string
of “parasitic”38 lawsuits of the exact type
the original public disclosure bar was
designed to prevent. As noted, state
Medicaid programs are often subject to
federal review, audits, and legislation.
Thus, narrowing state bars to cover only
disclosures in state proceedings would
have the perverse effect of allowing
relators to sue and to recover proceeds
from states based on information already
publically disclosed to the states in federal
forums, even if those disclosures would
preclude the same relators from suing
under the federal FCA.
For example, under these rules, a
whistleblower could track down allegations
disclosed to the state Medicaid agency by
federal investigators and auditors in reports
or federal court proceedings and copy them
into a lawsuit under a state false claims
statute. Then, when the state finishes its
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prosecution, the plaintiff could demand a
bounty from the state’s share of the
recovery, which in the absence of a federal
lawsuit could very well include the recovery
of all dollars paid out of the state program,
triggering a remittance of the federal share
of that recovery from the state to the federal
government.39 Moreover, the statute would
force the state to pay out at least 15% of its
recovery, even when the plaintiff had not
helped the state at all or would have been
barred altogether under the federal public
disclosure bar.
Adding insult to injury, if collected under a
DRA-compliant statute, the federal
government will not only lose a share of its
recovery from the state, but also subsidize
the state’s payment of a bounty to the
very whistleblower Congress barred from
pursuing claims on behalf of (or for a
bounty against) the United States. OIG’s
dictate on the public disclosure bar may be
the most revealing piece of evidence that
the DRA-incentive really operates to serve
one primary purpose, which is to maximize
payments to relators (and their contingency
fee attorneys).

“

FAIRNESS AND DUE PROCESS
A proliferation of whistleblower suits based
on identical allegations, under state and
federal statutes, likewise raises fairness
and due process concerns. For one, the
federal FCA and each state qui tam statute
permit the government to seek a stay of
relator discovery pending completion of the
government’s investigation or prosecution
of a civil or criminal matter arising out of the
same facts as those alleged in a qui tam
complaint. Yet no state statute authorizes a
court to stay discovery in deference to the
investigation by another state and where a
statute limits the granting of a stay to
certain circumstances. Invoking the court’s
general supervisory powers to issue a stay
outside those circumstances will likely
prove difficult. Thus, the normal remedy
available to avoid one of the primary perils
of parallel proceedings is simply unavailable
in the context of multi-state qui tam litigation
where some states investigate diligently
and others have no reason or resources
to do so.40

... the DRA-incentive really operates to serve one primary
purpose, which is to maximize payments to relators (and their
contingency fee attorneys).
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GAMESMANSHIP
Too often, multi-jurisdictional complaints
breed gamesmanship as whistleblowers
seek multiple state recoveries for identical
claims. In one classic example, the United
States brokered a settlement for $124
million, $50.6 million of which was to be
paid to 22 states—only to watch a relator
launch a post-settlement campaign for
more money.41 The relator’s thrice-amended
complaint invoked the federal FCA and
several state qui tam provisions. Prior to the
announcement of the settlement, the relator
did not serve any state with his complaint or
disclosure of material evidence. Once the
settlement went public, however, he served
the qui tam states, asserted a right to share
in the proceeds, and took discovery to
challenge the fairness and adequacy of the
settlement and to obtain a share of the
estimated value of the Corporate Integrity
Agreement the defendant had signed with
the United States.
The District Court dismissed all of the
relator’s claims to share in the state
recoveries. Yet notwithstanding the
relator’s sweeping loss, at least four
months passed between the execution
of the settlement and actual resolution
of the matter, all because the various
state qui tam statutes provided the relator
with opportunities to delay resolution and
demand a greater reward than he expected
when he first filed his qui tam action.42
As implemented, the DRA incentives
and the state qui tam statutes they inspire
pose latent risks to the government and
defendants alike. The challenge is to
recognize those risks while supporting
the pursuit of true fraud, not bounties.43
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“

As implemented, the
DRA incentives and the
state qui tam statutes
they inspire pose latent
risks to the government
and defendants alike.
The challenge is to
recognize those risks
while supporting the
pursuit of true fraud,
not bounties.

”
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Alternatives to State Qui Tam
In enacting the DRA provision, Congress offered state legislatures an opportunity and a challenge. The opportunity to
increase the Medicaid revenues flowing back to the state from
each FCA investigation is abated by the challenges posed by state
qui tam statutes. To meet this challenge, states must take the
steps Congress overlooked in order to account for the lessons
learned in investigations and litigation under existing state
qui tam statutes.
State legislatures need to determine
whether a state qui tam statute makes
sense, and if so, they must draft their
statutes in a way that targets categories of
schemes that still evade detection in
circumstances where the current federal
incentive alone is not sufficient to induce
whistleblowers to come forward. At the
same time, state legislatures must guard
against exacerbating the complexity of
multi-state investigations and litigation and
providing windfalls to existing relators.

“

Some states have met this challenge by
providing alternatives to existing state qui
tam provisions:
DECLINED QUI TAMS DISMISSED
The Maryland FCA specifies that a relator
cannot pursue a qui tam action that the 		
state declined to take over. Md. Code, 		
Health-Gen. § 2-604(a)(7) (“If the State 		
does not elect to intervene and proceed 		
with the action...before unsealing the 		
complaint, the court shall dismiss
the action.”).

State legislatures must guard against exacerbating the
complexity of multi-state investigations and litigation and
providing windfalls to existing relators.
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“

... state FCAs carry their own risks and qui tam
provisions may not be the optimal way to boost state fraud
recoveries.

”

NON-QUI TAM WHISTLEBLOWER
REWARD OR BOUNTY
Arkansas’s Medicaid fraud statute does 		
not include a qui tam provision. Instead, 		
it provides successful whistleblowers a 		
financial reward without corresponding 		
rights to litigate on the state’s behalf. 		
Ark. Code Ann. § 20-77-911(a) (The 		
court “is authorized to pay a person 		
sums, not exceeding ten percent (10%) 		
of the aggregate penalty recovered, as it
may deem just, for information the 		
person may have provided which led to 		
the detecting and bringing to trial and 		
punishment persons guilty of violating 		
the Medicaid fraud laws.”). Both the 		
Attorney General and the whistleblower
can petition the Court to provide this 		
reward. Only the former can prosecute 		
the case itself.
NO QUI TAM FOR CLAIMS WITHIN 			
GOVERNMENT’S KNOWLEDGE
Prior to implementation of the DRA, 		
Massachusetts’s original FCA barred 		
courts from exercising jurisdiction over 		
qui tam actions if relators knew or had 		
reason to know that the government 		
already had knowledge of the claim. 		
Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 12, § 5G 		
(2000) (“No court shall have jurisdiction 		
over an action...brought by a person 		
who knew or had reason to know that 		
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the attorney general, the state auditor or
the inspector general already had 		
knowledge of the situation.”).44
NO QUI TAM OR REWARD
The Kansas FCA does not include a qui 		
tam provision or whistleblower reward. 		
Instead, it authorizes the state Attorney 		
General to bring civil actions under the 		
state FCA, and collect treble damages 		
and civil penalties for any violations. 		
Kan. Stat. Ann. § 75-7503.
These statutes reflect awareness by states
that, DRA incentives aside, state FCAs
carry their own risks and qui tam provisions
may not be the optimal way to boost state
fraud recoveries. The models above provide
incentives and/or mechanisms for reporting
fraud yet avert, or at least limit, the
potential for private interests to usurp
those of the state.45
Notably, the Maryland legislature limited
the burden of declined qui tam litigation
knowing that a provision mandating
dismissal of declined claims would cost
them the federal incentive payment by
rendering them DRA non-compliant. Other
states adopted limitations in hopes that
OIG would recognize that literal emulation
of the federal statute was not the only way
to balance the dictates of the DRA with the
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need of the state to curtail abusive litigation.
For example, Oklahoma, Colorado, and
Delaware initially adopted provisions
designed to prevent existing relators,
whose whistles had already been blown,
from piling on parasitic claims in a single
action or in a series of actions filed in other
courts.46 The so-called “first-to-file
anywhere” provision was intended to adapt
a provision of the federal statute to the
construct of Medicaid-style actions where
the same false claims could be subject to
both federal and state jurisdiction, the
same scheme is frequently alleged to
victimize more than one state in the same
way, and law enforcement partners are
alerted in the normal course to the fraud by
the first whistleblower filing, regardless of
jurisdiction. The emphasis below shows
how Oklahoma modified the federal “firstto-file” provision to address these multijurisdictional concerns:
When a person brings an action under
this section, under the federal False 		
Claims Act, or under any similar 		
provision of the law of any other 		
state, no person other than the state
may intervene or bring a related action
based on the facts underlying the 		
pending action.47
Despite being tied for consistency purposes
to the federal provision, OIG rejected the
provision, forcing each of the states to
assess whether the DRA-incentive was
worth the cost and risk of duplicitous qui
tam litigation. For Colorado and Delaware,
the answer was yes; the incentive was
more important.48 For Oklahoma, the answer
was no; the federal incentive was not
worth changing their first-to-file provision.
State FCA proponents often opine that
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states need private litigants to carry out the
cases they decline or are otherwise unable
to pursue. But the facts tell another story.
Year after year, statistics indicate that the
overwhelming majority of declined qui tams
are dismissed. In fact, as noted above, 87%
of cases that are declined by the
government are ultimately dismissed in
court,49 thus suggesting that the
government already litigates a large
majority of meritorious actions. The truth is
that state and federal recovery data expose
the fundamental flaws of the arguments
advanced in support of state qui tam laws.
As states come to realize those flaws, an
increasing number will reject the DRA
incentive and consider alternatives to the qui
tam model. Those alternatives must provide
mecha-nisms to encourage fraud reporting,
but discourage self-interested parties from
gaining a windfall and undermining the
states’ interests.50

Conclusion

State legislatures deciding whether to add or
keep qui tam statutes on the books should
consider costs they exact. Ultimately, while
qui tam provisions are certain to escalate a
state’s costs, there is little evidence that
they have led to greater fraud detection.
Worse, the incentives provided by the DRA
fail to provide states adequate funding to
cover those costs and often subsidize little
more than increased relator rewards.
Though well-intentioned, the DRA has not
functioned as its drafters envisioned. Thus
for many states, the endless pursuit of
DRA-compliance—and the often illusory
benefits it promises—is simply not worth
the price. Those states would be wise to
consider alternative laws that serve to
improve local fraud detection without the
high costs qui tam provisions entail.
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